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Zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) song syllables often include harmonically related frequency
components. These harmonics may be suppressed, and this differential emphasis varies between
the syllables in a song and between individual birds' songs. These patterns of harmonic suppression are timbre. Individual syllables' patterns of harmonic suppression are constant within adult
males' songs. Young males that imitate the songs of older males also imitate their patterns of
harmonic suppression. Syringeal denervation distorts these patterns, which suggests that they are
produced through active control of the vocal organ. The selective suppression and emphasis of
some harmonics creates a great number of possible timbre variants for any one syllable. These
add signal diversity to the limited array of frequency modulations and range of fundamental
frequencies found in zebra finch song. Analyses of bird song that disregard timbre may overlook
a feature that is important in vocal communication.

(which results in the recording of softer sounds with greater
gain, so that all amplitudes appear equally dark on a sonogram); (b) the distance from the source is usually not specified,
and amplitude comparisons may not be meaningful; (c) the
orientation of the bird toward the microphone is not controlled, though it affects the amplitude of the sounds recorded.
An additional confounding variable is the Hi-shape setting on
the Kay sound spectrograph, which many researchers use
without considering its effects: This circuit distorts the signal
by decreasing its amplitude by 6 dB/octave below 9 kHz.
These various biases have tended to obscure or distort the
representation of amplitudes within complex animal vocalizations. In contrast, our understanding of how information is
encoded within human speech (which has been compared to
song because of their many common characteristics; see Marler, 1970, and Marler & Peters, 1981) relies heavily on the
description of frequency bands with different amplitudes (or
formants) within a single vocalization (Fant, 1960).
Most zebra finch syllables include a very wide range of
frequencies. Although the fundamental frequencies of individual syllables span a rather narrow range (between 400 and
2000 Hz), the acoustic energy in song syllables is concentrated
between 500 and 6500 Hz. Most of this energy occurs in
peaks that are integer multiples of the fundamental and so
can be assumed to be harmonics. Song syllables with 10-12
harmonics within the zebra finch audibility range (500-6000
Hz; Okanoya & Dooling, 1987) are common (see Figure 1A).
The possibility that the relative amplitude of the harmonics
may constitute an important signal parameter has been overlooked by previous investigators. We refer to the characteristic
differences in the amplitudes of a syllable's harmonics as its
timbre. Evidence presented in this article argues that timbre
is syllable-specific, learned by imitation, and the result of
active vocal control.

A vocalization, as a sound wave, can be completely characterized by reference to four variables, frequency, time,
amplitude, and phase. Different methods of sound analysis
tend to emphasize two or three of these parameters, with a
consequent loss of information. When such methods are used
in studies of vocal communication, one must weigh the
importance of the information lost. In the study of animal
vocalizations, the most widely used method of analysis is the
sonogram (Bertram, 1970; Clark, Marler, & Beeman, 1987;
Marler, 1969; Thorpe, 1958). Sonograms accurately represent
frequency as a function of time but reduce amplitude information to a gray scale and discard phase information (Joos,
1948; Koenig, Dunn, & Lacy, 1946; Potter, Kopp, & Green,
1947/1966). The oscillogram (e.g., Greenewalt, 1968) plots
amplitude as a function of time, but frequency and phase
information are obscured in sounds with more than one
frequency. Zero-crossing analysis (West, King, Eastzer, &
Staddon, 1979) accurately represents frequency only for
sounds without harmonics.
Most researchers who have used these methods to describe
avian vocalizations do not measure the amplitude of song
components. Apart from the biases introduced by the method
for representing sound, some additional reasons for ignoring
amplitude information exist: (a) Recordings are usually made
so as to both maximize signal salience and avoid overloading
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Figure 1. Patterns of harmonic suppression in an adult male zebra finch's song syllables. A: Sonogram
of Bird Y45's song, which was one of the songs used in the population study. (Syllables are labeled by
number, the bar beneath syllables corresponds to the segment for which a power spectrum was generated.
Syllables are numbered in order; a and b, as in 6a and 6b, may be used to denote syllables which appear
to make up a compound syllable). B: Power spectra based on Fast Fourier Transform for the seven
syllables from Bird Y45's song, which included an unmodulated segment of at least 12.8 ms. (The scale
on the left applies to all spectra; amplitudes are measured with respect to the highest peak in each
spectrum. Note that the spectra, which show the full range of amplitudes from 0 to —72 dB, reveal more
harmonics than are visible in the sonogram, which cuts off all harmonics below an amplitude threshold.)
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Subjects
Zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) are a small (10 g), colonial,
Australian finch. Young males learn their songs from adults during
an early sensitive period; after sexual maturity is reached at 90 days,
the song is fixed (Immelmann, 1969; Price, 1979). Zebra finches sing
and maintain pair bonds throughout the year (Immelmann, 1965);
breeding is unpredictable and initiated by rainfall (Farner & Serventy,
1960). Courtship and song are performed year-round at close range
within the colony (Immelmann, 1965).
We used 44 adult male zebra finches. Most of these birds were
bred in our own colony. Among these subjects were 4 adult males
whose songs were re-recorded 9 months after initial recordings were
made in order to compare the syllables sung over an extended period
of an adult male's life. Also among the 44 subjects were 12 males
that were used in the breeding colony, as well as 16 of their sons,
raised in the breeding colony.
Procedure
The songs of the 44 subjects were recorded. Sound recordings were
made with a Tandberg Series 15 reel-to-reel or a Marantz PMD 201
portable cassette tape recorder. Birds were recorded while singing
directed song (Sossinka & Bohner, 1980). Songs were digitized and
analyzed as described later.
The tracheosyringeal nerves innervate the muscles of the trachea
and of the avian vocal organ, the syrinx, and are necessary for the
production of normal song (Nottebohm, Stokes, & Leonard, 1976).
Nerve sections were performed on 4 adult zebra finch males to
determine the effect of syringeal denervation on the differential
suppression of frequency components. For this operation the zebra
finches were first anesthetized with either metofane (by inhalation)
or ketamine-xylazine (by injection). An incision was made in the
skin overlying the trachea, and the tracheosyringeal nerves were
dissected free and cut at the level of the lower trachea. A portion of
the nerve distal to the cut was removed to inhibit regrowth. After a
1-month recovery period, the operated birds were recorded again,
and then both nerves were visually inspected to determine the extent
of regrowth, if any. Only animals without apparent nerve regrowth
were used. Their songs as recorded before and after nerve section
were digitized and analyzed as described later.

Acoustic Analysis
Sonograms that covered the frequencies between 0 and 8000 kHz
were produced by a Kay Digital Sonagraph with the Hi-shape filter
disabled. The 300-Hz (wide-band) filter, the standard for song analysis, was used. Although the frequency resolution may seem relatively
poor, the use of narrower band widths for frequency analysis obscures
the temporal detail in bird songs.
The sonograms were examined, and 12 intact males' songs (from
among the 44 subjects) that (a) did not share syllables with the other
songs and (b) had at least four syllables suitable for Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) power-spectrum analysis (i.e., syllables that contained sections lasting at least 12.8 ms without frequency modulation)
were chosen. These songs were low-pass filtered (10 kHz) and then
digitized at 20 kHz through a Data Translation 2801A board in an
IBM PC-AT computer. The maximum amplitude of each song was
then normalized to cover 12 bits (for a dynamic range of 72 dB for
each recording). Syllables or syllable sections of interest (with lengths
of 12.8, 25.6, or 51.2 ms, corresponding to 256, 512, or 1,024

sampling points) were extracted and FFT-based power spectra computed and plotted with ASYST software. Frequencies and amplitudes
of spectral peaks were determined by placing a cursor on the peak
and printing out the coordinates. (Algorithms and codes for these
procedures are available on request from Heather Williams.) The
frequency values of the 5th and 10th harmonics of a syllable were
then divided by the order of the harmonics and averaged to determine
the frequency of the 1st harmonic (or fundamental) for that syllable.
This method allowed a more precise determination of fundamental
frequency than is possible by reading the frequency of the fundamental directly from the FFT plot. (A 1,024-point sample yields an ~20Hz frequency bandwidth; when the 10th harmonic is used to calculate
the fundamental frequency, the precision becomes ~2 Hz.) The
amplitude values, expressed in decibels, were then normalized so that
they could be directly compared; the value for each spectral peak was
expressed as the difference between that peak's value and the peak
value of the loudest harmonic in that syllable. The syllable's highestamplitude harmonic was thus assigned an amplitude of 0, and other
spectral peaks received values such as -3.5, -7.0, and -29.5 dB,
which denoted their difference in amplitude from the loudest peak.

Results
Fundamental Frequencies, Harmonics, and Timbre
in Zebra Finch Song Syllables
The fundamental frequencies of the 69 notes analyzed in
this study ranged from a minimum of 410 Hz to a maximum
of 2030 Hz. However, the majority of syllables (74%) had
fundamental frequencies between 500 and 700 Hz.
The vast majority (63 of 69, or 91 %) of this sample of zebra
finch syllables consisted of a fundamental frequency (or 1st
harmonic) and a series of components that were integer
multiples of that fundamental. We called these integer multiples of the lowest frequency harmonics. In some cases one
or more frequency components were unevenly spaced, so the
syllable could not be considered a simple harmonic series.
When we analyzed amplitude as a function of harmonic order,
such syllables were not considered.
Amplitude differences in the harmonics of a single song
syllable were sometimes large enough to be seen by simple
visual inspection of sonograms. Syllable 6b in the song of Bird
Y45 (Figure 1A) is an example of such a syllable. Five
frequency components appear clearly in this sonogram; the
upper four are spaced evenly at 650 Hz intervals, and the
lower component has a frequency of 1300 Hz, which would
be the 2nd harmonic of a series with a 650-Hz fundamental.
The 1st (650 Hz), 3rd (1950 Hz), and 8th and higher harmonics cannot be found.
When the FFT power spectrum of this syllable was examined (Figure IB), a peak that corresponded to the 1st harmonic, or fundamental, was found, but it was depressed by
more than 40 dB relative to the level of the 2nd harmonic.
Likewise, the 3rd harmonic is suppressed by 16 dB relative to
the 2nd harmonic and 11 dB relative to the 4th harmonic.
This syllable, then, has two regions of frequency emphasis
(the 2nd harmonic at 1300 Hz and the 4th-7th harmonics at
2600-4550 Hz) and three regions of suppression (the 1st
harmonic at 650 Hz, the 3rd harmonic at 1950 Hz, and the
8th and higher harmonics above 5000 Hz).
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One class of zebra finch song syllable that is of particular
interest in the context of this study is the high note often seen
between 3 and 6.5 kHz in zebra finch songs. This syllable
appears in sonograms as a single, high-frequency element
(Figure 2A, Syllable 5). Examination of the power spectra of
such notes (Figure 2B) reveals that such syllables were extreme
examples of the harmonic suppression that appeared to some
degree in nearly all syllables.
The emphasis and suppression of particular harmonics
corresponded roughly to the tonal quality of voices and instruments known as timbre. We use the term timbre as- a
convenient shorthand description of this phenomenon in the
context of song syllables.

0-
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3

Timbre in Syllables Drawn From a Population
of Zebra Finch Songs
The relative amplitudes of frequency components from 69
syllables, drawn from the songs of 12 zebra finch males with
different songs, were normalized and plotted as a function of
frequency (Figure 3A) and harmonic order (Figure 3B) to
determine whether any population trends for harmonic or
frequency suppression existed. Three frequency or harmonic
regions (500-800 Hz, 1st harmonic; 1700-2200 Hz, 3rd harmonic; >5000 Hz, 9th and higher harmonics) appear to have
generally lower amplitude levels than other frequencies or
harmonics within the audibility range. Suppression, or de-
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Figure 2. Zebra finch high notes are harmonic series with suppressed lower harmonics. A: Sonogram
of Bird DGSO's song (which was used as part of the population study) with syllables labeled by number.
(The bars beneath Syllables 4 and 5 correspond to the segment for which a power spectrum was
generated.) B: Power spectra based on Fast Fourier Transform of Syllables 4 and 5 from Bird DG50's
song. (Arrows point to suppressed harmonics from the series that includes the emphasized high notes.)
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Figure 3. Harmonic amplitudes in 69 syllables from the songs of 12 birds as a function of frequency
(A) and harmonic order (B). A: Amplitudes (expressed as decibels below the highest-amplitude peak
within the syllable) of each harmonic with a frequency less than 7 kHz (zebra finches do not hear
frequencies above 7 kHz) from each of the 69 syllables plotted as a function of frequency. B: Amplitudes
of the first 10 harmonics from the 69 syllables plotted as a function of harmonic order. (The average
amplitude for each harmonic is shown by a tag.)

crease in amplitude with respect to surrounding harmonics or
frequencies, appears most likely in the region of the 1 st and
3rd harmonics (and least likely for the 6th harmonic) but also
occurs throughout the audibility range of zebra finch song:
Every frequency and harmonic showed instances of suppression by at least 33 dB (see Figure 3).
The locations of regions of harmonic suppression within
individual syllables were tabulated by harmonic order. All
harmonics or strings of adjacent harmonics with amplitude
peaks at least 6 dB below (a halving of sound pressure level)
the average of the two higher-amplitude components that
delimit the harmonic or string of harmonics were considered
regions of suppressed amplitude. If the 1st harmonic, or
fundamental, fell at least 10 dB below the level of the second

harmonic, it was considered to be suppressed. Because of the
monotonic decrease in amplitude of harmonics falling above
5 kHz, fewer areas of suppression were observed for these
higher harmonics. As examples, in the song shown in Figure
1, the 4th and 5th harmonics in Syllable 4 and the 1st and
3rd harmonics in Syllable 6b were considered to be suppressed. The number of occurrences for each observed pattern
of harmonic suppression within the 69 syllables is shown in
Table 1. A total of 29 different patterns of frequency suppression within a syllable were seen. The four most commonly
observed patterns (including syllables without any suppressed
harmonics) account for 46%, or nearly half, of the syllables
analyzed, and 29 of the syllables, or 42%, had patterns of
suppression corresponding to some combination of the 1st,
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Table 1
Distribution of Timbre Variants
Timbre variant
(suppressed harmonics)
3
None
1,3
1,3,4
1
1, 10
3,4
3,4,5
1,2
1,2,3,4
3,5
3,7
1,2, 3, 6,7
1,2,5,7
1,3,5
1,3,7

No. syllables
13
9
5
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1,4
1
1,4,5
1
1,5,6,8
1
1, 5,7
1
1,5,7,8
1
2,3
1
2,3,5
1
3, 4, 5, 7
1
3,5,7
4
1
1
4, 5
1
5
1
6
Note. Timbre variants are described by listing the harmonics that
are suppressed by more than 6 dB with respect to the amplitudes of
harmonics that flank the suppressed harmonic or string of harmonics.
The variants are ranked according to their frequency of occurrence
among the sample of 69 syllables that were analyzed.

3rd, and 4th harmonics. However, 46% of the syllables had
patterns of harmonic suppression that could not be predicted
from the general trends of frequency and harmonic suppression. No strong tendency for patterns to consist of only odd
or even harmonics was observed: Only 6 of 22 patterns (27%)
and 13 of 38 syllables (34%) with two or more suppressed
harmonics were composed exclusively of odd or even harmonics. Most patterns (17 of 29, or 59%) of harmonic
suppression were observed only once.
A total of 99 sets of harmonics or adjacent harmonics (139
individual harmonics) with suppressed amplitudes were found
in the 69 syllables analyzed. The 3rd harmonic is the most
commonly suppressed, followed by the 1st, 4th, and 5th
harmonics; two or more examples of suppression were found
for each harmonic except the 9th (Table 2). The number of
discrete regions of suppressed harmonics within the audibility
range was determined for each of the 69 syllables. Nine
syllables (13%) had no suppressed harmonics, 29 syllables
(42%) had one region of harmonic suppression, 23 syllables
(33%) had two separate regions of harmonic suppression, and
8 syllables (12%) had three regions of harmonic suppression.
The observed variations in patterns of harmonic suppression may have arisen from a direct relation between timbre
and fundamental frequency, frequency modulation, and du-
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ration: A syllable with given frequency and temporal properties, because of the resonances of the zebra finch's vocal tract,
always has the same pattern of harmonic emphasis and
suppression. To examine this possibility 10 syllables from
among the 69 analyzed were selected on the basis of duration,
frequency modulation, and fundamental frequency. All were
virtually unmodulated, at least 45 ms in duration, and fell
into one of three narrow ranges of fundamental frequency
(512-519 Hz, 577-585 Hz, and 645-657 Hz). No two syllables in a frequency class were drawn from the same bird.
Table 3 (r^.^ columns) shows the correlation coefficients (of
amplitude by harmonic order) of pairwise comparisons of
syllables within a frequency class. The average correlation for
the 12 pairs of syllables with similar frequencies is low (r =
.299), and every comparison (r range = —.293-.631) falls
above the .05 level of confidence. A syllable's pattern of
harmonic suppressions, or timbre, is not dependent on the
fundamental frequency of that syllable.
The results of a second pairwise comparison of syllables
with nearly identical fundamental frequencies and durations
is also shown in Table 3. Close examination of the spectral
peaks of syllables (see Figures IB and 2B) reveals that peaks
that corresponded to harmonics did not rise from and return
to a constant background noise level but emerged from a
variable floor. The intensity of the background noise level
from which each spectral peak that corresponded to a harmonic emerged was measured by interpolation and then
subtracted from the amplitude of the harmonic; this value
was denoted the peak minus noise or peak-noise amplitude.
When the peak-noise amplitudes of harmonics within the
three sets of syllables with nearly identical frequency and
duration were compared, the differences in timbre between
pairs of syllables was smaller than when only harmonic peak
amplitudes were compared (Table 3, Tpeak-noise column). This
indicates that some (approximately r2, or 26%) of the timbre
variability observed in syllables with otherwise similar acoustic properties is partially attributable to a filtering mechanism
that affects all acoustic energy produced during vocalization.
However, the remaining variability in timbre remains unaccounted for and may reflect the zebra finch's ability to control
facultatively the suppression and emphasis of harmonics
within a syllable.
Table 2
Distribution of Suppressed Harmonics
Instances of suppression
29
8
42
4
18
16
5
6
3
9
7
8
2
0
9
3
10
Note. The number of instances of suppression by at least 6 dB,
either individually or as part of a string of harmonics, is listed for
each of the first 10 harmonics of the 69 syllables sampled and
analyzed.
Harmonic
1
2
3
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Table 3
Timbre in Syllables With Similar Durations and
Frequencies
A frequency

'peak-H'

512-519 Hz (TI = 3)

2
5
7

-.29
.33
.50

.34
.13
.67
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577-585 Hz (n = 3)

3
5
8

.04
.03
.08

.56
.50
.48

645-657 Hz (n = 4)

2
5
5
7
7
12
M 5.67

.63
.43
.33
.83
.53
.67
.59
.45
.22
.47
.63
.54
.30
.51
M2
.09
.26
Note. The patterns of harmonic suppression and emphasis were
examined in 10 syllables with nearly identical durations that fell into
one of three narrowly restricted ranges of fundamental frequency.
Because each set of syllables had nearly identical fundamental frequencies, their corresponding harmonics were also nearly identical.
For each of the first 10 harmonics, two amplitudes were obtained: (a)
the peak or maximum amplitude for that harmonic and (b) the peak
minus noise amplitude or the background noise level at the frequency
of a harmonic subtracted from the peak amplitude of that harmonic.
The distributions of both amplitude measures were then compared
for each pair of syllables (identified by their difference in frequency)
within a set.

see Method) from the song of Bird Y45 had widely differing
timbre (Figures 1A and IB). For example, compare the spectra
of Syllables 4 and 5. The fundamental frequencies of the two
syllable segments that were analyzed differed only by 5 Hz
(550 and 555 Hz), yet their harmonics' amplitudes differed
dramatically. When the relative amplitudes of the harmonics
in the two syllables are plotted against each other (Figure 4),
no significant relation between harmonic order and relative
amplitude appears (r = .264). Correlation coefficients were
determined for all possible pairs of the seven analyzed syllables
in Bird Y45's song; the average correlation for the 21 comparisons was .402, with a range of —.265 (Syllables 1 and 4)
to .858 (Syllables 5 and 6b).
The normalized amplitudes of each spectral peak for each
harmonic in the seven syllables from Y45's song were plotted
as a function of frequency (Figure 5A) and harmonic order
(Figure 5B). Although the range is smaller than that seen in
the plot of the syllable population drawn from 12 songs
(Figure 3), the patterns of suppression of frequencies and
harmonics are similar. Harmonic suppression occurs at all
frequencies. The amplitude of each harmonic in the syllables
sung by this one bird can be varied over at least a three-fold
(i.e., 10 dB) and as much as a fifty-fold (i.e., 34 dB) range.
The range of relative suppression varies from 10 dB (-2—12
dB, 2000 Hz, 3rd harmonic) to 34 dB (-7—41 dB, 500 Hz,
Oi

in

The wide variety of timbre variants within a population of
zebra finch syllables can have arisen in two ways: (a) by each
individual male's singing several timbre variants that cover
much of the population's range or (b) by each bird's producing
only one class of timbre variants and the summation of many
different individuals' patterns' forming the wide range seen in
the population. The first of these two hypotheses was supported by the strong correlation between the number of
syllables from an individual bird's song that were analyzed
and the number of timbre variants observed in that song (r =
.694). Because increasing the number of syllables analyzed
also increases the number of timbre variants observed within
a song, it is most likely that an individual bird's potential
variation in syllable timbre approaches the range covered by
the population.
An example of this variability in syllable timbre within a
single bird's song is shown in Figure 1. The spectra of six
syllables (or portions of syllables suitable for FFT analysis;
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Figure 4. Two syllables sung by one bird with similar frequency and
different timbre. (The amplitudes and frequencies of 11 harmonics
in Syllable 4 and Syllable 5 from Bird Y45's song were determined
from their power spectra; see Figure 1 B. The fundamental frequencies
of Syllable 4, 550 Hz, and Syllable 5, 555 Hz, differed by only 5 Hz,
and the syllables' morphology was similar. Amplitudes of all harmonics are expressed as decibels below the level of the harmonic with
maximal amplitude. Each harmonic in Syllable 5 is plotted as a
function of the amplitude of the same harmonic in Syllable 4. The
patterns of harmonic suppression are not closely related, r = .264.)
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Figure 5. Harmonic amplitude in syllables from one bird's song as a function of frequency (A) and
harmonic order (B). A: Amplitudes of harmonics (expressed as decibels below the highest-amplitude
peak within the syllable) from seven syllables in Bird Y45's song plotted as a function of frequency. B:
Amplitudes of the first 10 harmonics from the same seven syllables in Bird Y45's song plotted as a
function of harmonic order. (Frequencies above 7 kHz are not shown because they fall outside the
zebra finch's hearing range.)

1st harmonic), approximately half of the range seen in the
population. Large repertoires of timbre variants within the
songs of individual zebra finch males suggest that the diversity
of patterns of harmonic suppression and emphasis seen in a
population of song syllables is potentially available to any
male.

Consistency of Syllable Timbre in Adult
Song Syllables
The timbre of an individual zebra finch male's song syllables matched the timbre of other examples of corresponding
song syllables drawn from (a) songs delivered during the same
recording session and (b) songs of the same male recorded 9

months later. Sonograms of a typical example of such consistency in the patterns of suppression of frequency components of a syllable are shown in Figure 6. Syllables 4 and 5 in
Bird Bk89's song were suitable for FFT power spectrum
analysis, and the correlation coefficients for the similarity of
the patterns of harmonic suppression are shown for these two
syllables. A total of four examples of Syllable 4 (two from
each recording session) and five examples of Syllable 5 (three
from the first session and two drawn from songs recorded 9
months later) were analyzed. The average correlation between
the amplitudes of harmonics in all possible pairs of Syllable 5
was very high (average r = .847; range, J37-.996), and the
average correlation coefficient for all pairwise comparisons of
Syllable 4 was even higher (average r = .870; range, .817.987). The similarity of syllable timbre for pairs of homolo-
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sion gave an average correlation coefficient of .909, whereas
using the 5th to 8th harmonics in the same comparison also
yielded a high average correlation coefficient (r = .795). The
stereotypy and accurate replications of the patterns of harmonic suppression are maintained over the entire audibility
range of the zebra finch.
It is possible that this consistency of syllable timbre is not
seen in undirected song, which shows more variability in
other song parameters (Sossinka & Bohner, 1980). We did
not test this possibility; all songs shown here were directed, or
courtship song, and were sung to a female, and the male's
motivational state is presumed, on the basis of the behaviors
observed while song was delivered, to have been approximately equivalent for each recording session.
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Figure 6. Patterns of harmonic suppression are constant in adult
song syllables. A: Sonogram of Bird Bk89's song as sung in August
1986. (This song was also used as part of the sample for the population
study.) B: Sonogram of Bird Bk89's song as sung in February 1987.
(Correlation coefficients are shown for the comparisons between
patterns of harmonic suppression in Syllables 4 and 5. These two
syllables were suitable for Fast Fourier Transform-based power spectrum analysis, and the patterns of harmonic suppression, as well as
the syllable morphology and sequence, were remarkably similar after
9 months; see text.)

gous syllables drawn from the same recording session (average
r = .928) was higher than that of syllables drawn from
recording sessions separated by 9 months (average r = .813),
but note that all correlation coefficients for pairs of homologous syllables exceeded significance (p < .01).
It is possible that the lower harmonics, which fall in the
most discriminable frequency range of the bird's auditory
system (see Okanoya & Dooling, 1987), may be more prominent to the zebra finch and show less (or more) variability in
their patterns of harmonic suppression. Comparing the variability in relative harmonic amplitude of the first 4 harmonics
of homologous syllables delivered within one recording ses-

Patterns of Harmonic Suppression Are Learned
In the course of song learning, young male zebra finches
alter the sequence and phonology of the syllables they sing so
as to match a song model (Bohner, 1983). In addition to this
matching of syllable phonology and sequence, the amplitudes
of harmonics within a copied syllable are reproduced with
remarkable fidelity. Figure 7 shows an example of this correspondence of syllable timbre in the tutors' and pupils' songs.
In this case, a young zebra finch, Bird LG96, was found on
the basis of syllable phonology and sequence (Williams, in
press) to have copied portions of his song from two different
adult males, Birds LBY and RW. Bird RW was the male in
attendance at the nest where Bird LG96 was hatched and thus
was the presumed father. Birds LBY and RW were known to
be unrelated for at least three generations; the similarity
measure for their songs was low at 9%. (Similarity was determined by comparing each syllable in one song with each
syllable in the other and scoring for similarity in phonology
and sequence; see Williams, in press).
As can be seen by comparing sonograms (Figure 7), the
latter portion of Bird LG96's song (Syllables 4a-8) was copied
from Bird LBY (Syllables 3a-7); the source for this song could
only have been Bird LBY as no other potential song tutor
sang a similar song. When the patterns of harmonic suppression for the syllables in Bird LG96's song were compared with
the syllables between 3a and 7 in Bird LBY's song that were
suitable for spectral analysis, the correlation coefficients
ranged between —.214 and .949, with an average of .213.
However, when only the four syllables that match by sequence
within the two songs (respectively, Syllables 4b and 3b, 5b
and 4b, 6 and 5, and 9 and 8, from Birds LG96 and LBY; see
Figure 7) were compared, the correlations averaged .868 and
ranged from .745 to .949, all highly significant.
The initial portions of three additional adult male zebra
finches' songs were similar to Bird RW's song and could have
provided the model for the initial portion of Bird LG96's song
(Syllables l-3b). All 4 of the potential models (Birds RW,
DB, LB, and LG) had four syllables with phonology that
corresponded to the four initial syllables of Bird LG96's song.
Three of the 4 models (Birds DB, LB, and LG) had additional
syllables interposed between the syllables that corresponded
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Figure 7. Imitation of timbre in a learned zebra finch song. A: Sonogram of the song of adult male
song tutor Bird RW. B: Sonogram of the song of Bird LG96, which hatched and was raised in Bird
RW's nest box. C: Sonogram of Bird LBY's song. (This bird was an adult male song tutor, and the song
was also used to form part of the sample of 69 syllables in the population study. Bars show the
correspondences of adult males' syllables to portions of Bird LG96's song. A dotted line is used to
connect Bird LG96's Syllable 3b and Bird RW's Syllable 3b because the former is nonharmonic, whereas
the latter has harmonic structure.)

to Bird LG96's Syllables 2 and 3a. In the song of the 4th adult
model, Bird RW, the first four syllables corresponded in
sequence as well as phonology to the first four syllables of
Bird LG96's song. When the patterns of harmonic suppression
for portions of the first two' syllables in each of the five songs
(Bird LG96 and the 4 adult models) were compared, Bird
RW, with an average correlation of .684, provided the only
instance of a model with significant correlation to both of
Bird LG96's first two syllables. Bird RW was also the putative
father of Bird LG96, and the sequence of Bird RW's song
most closely matched the sequence of the first portion of Bird

LG96's song. These factors suggest that the pattern of harmonic suppression was copied along with the model's syllable
phonology and sequence.
The patterns of harmonic suppression in the two sets of
syllables from the two separate portions of the song that were

1
Bird LG96's Syllable 3b was not compared with the syllables of
the adult models because the models' syllables had harmonic frequency structure and Bird LG96's corresponding syllable was not
composed of harmonics.
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copied from different adult models were not related. When
the patterns of harmonic suppression in Syllables 1 and 2 of
Bird LG96's song were compared to those in Syllables 4b, 5b,
6, and 8 (also from Bird LG96's song, but copied from Bird
LBY), the average correlation coefficient was .075 (—.214 < r
< .550), which indicates that the patterns of harmonic
suppression in each portion of the song (and in each model
song) are unrelated.
These results show that young males can learn patterns of
harmonic emphasis and suppression from the songs of two
different adult males (only one of which can be the young
male's father). The ability to copy a wide variety of timbre
variants from unrelated males again points to the conclusion
that timbre is facultative.

Neural Control of Harmonic Suppression
Figure 8 shows the song of Bird Y4 and four additional
syllables from the song of Bird Y45 as sung before and after
tracheosyringeal nerve section. Song syllables can be identified
after nerve transection by their amplitude envelopes and
positions within the song. The average fundamental frequency
of syllables delivered after nerve section was 141 Hz lower
than the same syllables sung by the intact bird, and duration

1

2

3

4

5

6

often changed slightly. The most striking differences between
pre- and postoperative syllables were the gross changes in
frequency modulation and timbre.
FFT-based power spectra were generated for the 10 syllables
as sung before and after tracheosyringeal nerve section. Correlation coefficients for the comparisons between the patterns
of harmonic suppression for each syllable as delivered before
and after tracheosyringeal nerve section were determined. The
relative lack of similarity between the timbre of syllables
delivered before and after syringeal denervation is confirmed
by this analysis (average r = .378 for the 10 syllable comparisons; recall that syllables delivered by the same bird at 9month intervals all had an average r > .800). Intersyllabic
similarity in patterns of harmonic suppression within an
individual bird's song was relatively higher after nerve section
(average r = .681) than in the intact birds' songs (average r =
.376). This trend indicates that patterns of harmonic suppression within a song became more homogeneous when the
vocal organ was denervated.
The normalized amplitudes of harmonics from the 10
syllables as delivered before and after nerve section are plotted
as a function of frequency in Figure 9A. (Amplitude was not
plotted as a function of harmonic order because of the consistent difference in frequency after nerve section.) The distri-

7

B

100ms

Y4

Y45

Figure 8. Timbre changes after bilateral tracheosyringeal nerve section. A: Sonograms of Bird Y4's
song and four additional syllables from Bird Y45's song as produced before tracheosyringeal nerve
section. B: Sonograms of the same song and syllables as sung after bilateral nerve section. (Correlation
coefficients for the comparisons between patterns of harmonic suppression as delivered before and after
nerve section are shown. The amplitude envelope of syllables in Bird Y4's song is shown by the
continuous line in the upper part of the sonogram. Note that Syllables 5 and 9 are omitted in the
postoperative song.)
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Figure 9. Tracheosyringeal nerve section reduces the relative suppression of harmonic amplitudes. A:
Amplitudes (expressed as decibels below the highest-amplitude peak within the syllable) of the harmonics
from 10 syllables as a function of frequency. (Filled circles represent harmonic amplitudes from the
syllables as sung by intact birds; see Figure 8A. Open circles represent the harmonic amplitudes from
the same syllables as sung after nerve section; see Figure 8B). B: Peak-minus-noise values were obtained
by subtracting the spectral noise level from the harmonic's peak amplitude. (The resulting peak-noise
values were expressed relative to the maximal value within a syllable and plotted as a function of
frequency. Filled circles represent harmonics from the syllables as sung by intact birds, and open circles
the harmonics from the same syllables delivered after nerve section.)

bution of peak values of harmonics produced by nerve-sectioned birds was compressed in range and nearer to the
maximal peak value throughout most of the audible frequency
range. The most salient difference between the two distributions, however, was the frequency region below 2500 Hz, in
which the maximal amplitudes of harmonics delivered after
nerve section were markedly depressed in relation to harmon-

ics at the same frequencies in intact birds' syllables. At 1000
Hz there was a 10-dB difference between the highest peak
amplitudes from the intact and nerve-sectioned birds' songs.
This relative emphasis of harmonics above 2500 Hz and
suppression of harmonics below 2500 Hz in the nerve-sectioned birds' songs is also evident in the sonograms (Figure 8).
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Relative peak-noise levels were determined for each harmonic by subtracting the interpolated noise level at the frequency of a spectral peak from the peak's amplitude. This
measure of peak amplitude, when normalized with respect to
the highest peak-to-noise level within a syllable and plotted
as a function of frequency, also distinguishes between the
patterns of harmonic suppression found in the syllables of
intact and nerve-sectioned birds (Figure 9B). The peak-noise
values of harmonics in syllables sung after tracheosyringeal
nerve section had more uniform amplitudes (i.e., were clustered closer to zero for all frequencies) and did not show the
extremes of harmonic suppression (i.e., fell within a narrower
amplitude range) seen in syllables drawn from the intact birds'
songs. Harmonic amplitudes within the syllables of tracheosyringeal nerve-sectioned birds can then be said to have fallen
at a relatively constant level above the spectral noise level,
whereas the harmonic amplitudes in syllables sung by intact
zebra finches varied dramatically in how far they emerged
from the noise. The variability in harmonic amplitude seen
in the syllables sung by intact birds seems then to be largely
controlled by the muscles of the vocal organ (and, possibly,
the lower trachea), although the lesser degree of variability
that remains after tracheosyringeal nerve section may be
attributable to a vocal-tract filtering mechanism that affects
the amplitude of both spectral background noise and harmonics.

Discussion
The zebra finch male, a colonial nester, directs its song to
conspecifics at extremely close range—most often less than
25 cm (Immelmann, 1965, 1969). At this distance there is
little selective attenuation of frequencies because of environmental factors that affect sound transmission. The patterns of
harmonic suppression in our study would not be degraded
and would be available to the hearer.
The diversity of harmonic suppression patterns or timbre
in zebra finch song syllables may be restricted only by the
mathematical limit of possible combinations of emphasis and
suppression. Because approximately 10 harmonics usually fall
within the audibility range of the zebra finch, there can
potentially be 210 — 1, or 1,023 discrete patterns of harmonic
suppression. However, the amplitude of certain frequency
ranges and harmonics shows a tendency to be elevated or
depressed with respect to others within the song, so some
patterns of harmonic suppression are more likely than others.
Similarly, the perceptual salience of certain patterns may be
greater than that of others, which reduces the functional
number of possible timbre variants. Despite these potential
limitations a rich variety of patterns of harmonic suppression
seems to be produced: In a sample of 69 syllables, a total of
29 different timbre variants were observed. Although some of
these variants may be perceptually similar, the number of
timbre variants found in syllables sung by one zebra finch as
well as in syllables drawn from a population of songs nevertheless indicates that a variety of patterns of harmonic
suppression can be produced.
The potential diversity of patterns of harmonic suppression
may be limited if a relatively fixed set of acoustic filters act

on each syllable and the different patterns of harmonic
suppression result simply from variation in fundamental frequency. However, patterns of harmonic suppression were
dissimilar when syllables of nearly identical fundamental frequency were compared (either within a bird's song or across
birds). Harmonics with comparable frequencies varied in
amplitude over a range of at least 25 dB within the entire
500-6000 Hz range sampled.
Two mechanisms can be postulated as the means for producing this diversity of patterns of harmonic suppression
(Greenewalt, 1968): (a) The resonant properties of the airways
act as acoustic filters and provide a means of producing
differential emphasis of some frequencies in bird song (as
occurs in vocal-tract filtering in human speech); or (b) physical
properties of the vocal organ and its musculature directly
produce variations in the amplitudes of harmonics.
In human speech broad-band noise is acted on by a set of
vocal-tract filters to produce the formants, or regions of
harmonic emphasis; variation in these bands is the acoustic
substrate for the information encoded in speech (Fant, 1960).
Avian examples of vocal-tract filtering have been described.
In the oilbird the two vocal organs are positioned asymmetrically along the bronchi (Suthers & Hector, 1985), and the
resulting difference in tube lengths affects the filter characteristics of the bird's airways and yields vocalizations with emphasized frequency bands that correspond to the lengths of
the airway tubes (Suthers & Hector, 1988). Oilbirds, however,
are larger than nearly all songbird species and belong to a
primitive family that is not believed to learn vocalizations
(Kroodsma & Baylis, 1981); the frequency band that is emphasized is thought to be determined by the location of the
vocal organs on the bronchi and thus cannot be varied. In a
study of avian vocalizations in a helium atmosphere, Hersch
(1966) reported changes in amplitude distribution and attributed them to vocal filtering. Nowicki (1987) used a helium
atmosphere to demonstrate that harmonically simple passerine songs result from the suppression, with a variable band
pass filter, of frequencies above and below those that characterize the song. This led to speculation that changes in the
vocal tract (e.g., flaring the beak) may change the center
frequency of the filter (Nowicki & Marler, 1988). Such vocaltract filtering may account for the observed variations in
patterns of harmonic suppression in zebra finch song syllables
if the vocal tract can be considered as at least four relatively
independent variable filters. (Some syllables sampled had four
regions of harmonic emphasis.) It is possible that several
possible vocal-tract filters may in fact exist (e.g., the trachea
between the syrinx and the larynx, the pharynx, the oral
cavity, and the beak). However, in modeling the zebra finch
airway as a resonating tube with one open end (the most
favorable configuration, as the resonance is V* the tube length),
an airway at least 16.4 cm long is required to resonate at a
frequency of 500 Hz. Zebra finches have a body length
(including beak) of 7-8 cm, and the trachea is short and
straight; it seems physically impossible that such filtering can
affect the first few harmonics. Perhaps higher frequencies,
above 2500 Hz (which corresponds to a resonating tube 3.3
cm long), are affected by vocal-tract filtering. Indeed, the
syllables sung by the nerve-sectioned birds emphasized the
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harmonics in the 2500-5000 Hz range (Figures 8 and 9A). In
these animals the sound source was denervated, which may
have unmasked the effects of vocal tract filtering.
In considering the effects of sectioning of the tracheosyringeal nerves, it is important to take into consideration that the
lower few mm of the trachea were denervated as well as the
syrinx. However, the proportion of the trachea that was
denervated was small in comparison to the bird's vocal tract,
and David Vicario (personal communication, December
1988) found that bilateral lesion of intrinsic syringeal muscles
affected the patterns of harmonic suppression in a manner
similar to that seen after nerve section.
Because the denervated birds lacked normal timbre control,
it seems likely that the patterns of harmonic suppression in
normal zebra finch song are produced by the vocal organ.
This direct vocal control of frequency emphasis is not thought
to be important for the production of human vocalizations,
except in extremely specialized situations, because of the
impedance mismatch between the vocal airways and the
sound source (Fant, 1960). The relative sizes and masses of
the songbird vocal organ and airways may well favor an
impedance matching that allows control of harmonic emphasis and suppression at the sound source. However, the physics
of the avian vocal organ is not well understood, and we can
only speculate on possible mechanisms whereby the syrinx
can propagate certain frequencies better than others. Differential tension on the various axes of the tympaniform membranes may set up conditions within the membrane so as to
propagate certain frequencies better than others.
Timbre, or differential emphasis and suppression of harmonics, may be controlled by both the vocal organ and vocaltract filtering in the zebra finch. The emphasis of a broad
band of higher frequencies and the coupling between harmonic amplitude and spectral noise level after nerve section
suggest that the vocal tract serves as a broad-band filter in
controlling coarse adjustments of timbre. Because harmonic
amplitudes and spectral noise levels are uncoupled when the
syrinx functions normally, the vocal organ itself must play an
important role in the facultative control of timbre.
How much of the variability in patterns of harmonic
suppression is perceptible to zebra finches is not yet clear.
Cynx, Williams, and Nottebohm (1988) demonstrated that
small differences in the amplitude of the 2nd harmonic can
be discriminated and discussed their results in the context of
what is known about the psychophysics of zebra finch perception. Evidence presented in this article suggests that timbre
information that extends from the 1st to the 10th harmonic
is important to zebra finches: Fidelity of timbre reproduction
over 9 months was extended to the 10th harmonic, as was the
imitation of patterns of harmonic emphasis and suppression.
It is possible that specifying the pattern of the first four
harmonics imposes a consistently predictable pattern on
higher harmonics, which then carry only redundant information. An examination of Table 1 reveals, however, that
patterns of harmonic suppression that differ only in the higher
harmonics exist (e.g., 1 vs. 1, 10; also 1, 3 vs. 1,3, 7). This
suggests that the relative amplitudes of higher harmonics may
not be directly dependent on the patterns of suppression of
the lower harmonics.
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The results of this study strongly suggest that patterns of
harmonic suppression are learned from song tutors, as it is
unlikely that inherited physical characteristics of the vocal
organ and tract control timbre in zebra finch song syllables.
In the example shown in Figure 7, a young male replicated
two different sets of patterns of harmonic suppression drawn
from the songs of two different adult males, only one of which
could be his father. Syllable timbre is then learned in the same
manner as syllable phonology and sequence. Once learned, a
syllable is delivered consistently by adult males with a specific
pattern of harmonic emphasis and suppression. This specific
imitation and long-term fidelity of reproduction of syllable
timbre suggest that syllables' patterns of harmonic emphasis
and suppression are among the song characteristics important
to zebra finches.
Adult zebra finches sing one short (0.5-1.5 s) song, fixed
for life, which consists of approximately 10 syllables, drawn
from relatively few note types, with a narrow range of fundamental frequencies (74% of the syllables analyzed in this
study had fundamental frequencies between 500 and 700 Hz).
It is possible that patterns of harmonic suppression serve to
expand the vocal repertoire of a zebra finch population, as a
syllable with a given fundamental frequency, frequency modulation pattern, and duration can be delivered as many timbre
variants. Zebra finch high notes (3.0-6.5 kHz) produced by
suppressing the fundamental frequency and the lower harmonics then are extreme examples of this radiation of syllable
types.
Our study of zebra finch song may point to a neglected
aspect of vocal learning and communication in birds, one
that may be particularly important in signals used at close
quarters. Harmonics whose amplitudes can be imitated and
controlled in a facultative manner as part of a communicatory
gesture are also salient features of human speech; timbre in
bird song may well be no evolutionary sidetrack but one of
the many interesting and suggestive parallels between vocal
communication in humans and birds.
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